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Earth Ambassadors evidence for Ocean-Friendly Schools Award 

Section 2 Evaluate 

The Earth Ambassadors have taken time to shop for virtual outfits on online 

fashion sites.  They have used the survey grids provided in your resources to 

note the fabrics used to make the clothes.  

 

 



 

 

The children entered the data onto an Excel spreadsheet and with some 

support produced the following graph.  It clearly shows the reliance on 

polyester in our clothes these days. 



 

A graph to show the frequency of fabrics used to make our Virtual outfits. 

How do different materials damage our world?  
All of the children researched how the process of making the raw materials for 
clothing affects the environment during one of our rainy sessions.  Ruby P was 
able to find the following information about the damage during an internet 
search.  She shared with the group and we had a BIG discussion about reliance 
on so many chemicals and that these chemicals end up in nature.  That was the 
best way to explain it.  But we covered the water cycle, habitat destruction and 
how the damaged caused could be reduced by people buying less of these 
materials. 
 
Cotton: uses 6% of the world's pesticides and 16% of all insecticides—which is 
more than any other crop. These are harmful to the soil, release greenhouse 
gases, and pollute drinking water.  
 Polyester: Since polyester is made of plastic it is not biodegrable, it takes 
hundreds of years for the fibre to dissolve. When sent to land-fill, the toxic 
materials used during the production process leach into the soil and could 
contaminate the water of the local population.  
Nylon: Made from petrochemicals, this synthetic is non-biodegradable as well, 
so they are inherently unsustainable on two counts. Nylon manufacture 
creates nitrous oxide, a greenhouse gas 310 times more potent than carbon 
dioxide.  
 Viscose: The wood pulp that viscose is made from is manufactured by treating 
it with chemicals, which is then filtered and spun into a fine thread. This is a 
highly polluting process and releases many toxic chemicals into the air and 
waterways surrounding production plants.  



 Acrylic: as with many synthetic fibers, the production, use, and degradation of 
acrylics can have a significant impact on people and the environment. Acrylic 
clothing is one of the main sources of microplastics in the ocean, even higher 
than polyester and polyester blends  
 As part of the follow-up session we researched the possible impact on the ocean of these 
fabrics. Here are some of our findings. 
 

After thought 

We were very interested in finding out about the other ways to reduce damage 

to the environment.  The children researched alternatives to materials we 

could use. We found a really informative website: 

https://www.sustainyourstyle.org and had a really good discussion about the 

cost implications of choosing alternatives.  We said they can be expensive 

when they are novel materials but sometimes as more and more people use 

them the price could be reduced.  Below is a collection of the sources we 

found this information from. 

 

Alternatives to these materials. 

Cupro is made from cotton waste.  

Shylah discovered an alternative to polyester would be linen, bamboo, wool, 

hemp, Tencel, soy, organic cotton, recycled polyester, Modal, Ramie, Lyocell, 

recycled cotton Econil, jute, Pinatex, silk, cork, oranges fibres, pineapple, 

Qmonos – fibre made out of spider silk, banana fabric, cactus leather, Rayon, 

Alternatives for viscose: Bamboo, Lyocell, REFIBRA, Eastman naia 

Alternative for cotton: Hemp, flax, Tencell and bamboo 

Cactus Leather: Lower carbon footprint and more sustainable fashion solution 

as it uses less water to be produced and it is free of toxic chemicals. The cactus 

growth stops erosion.  They absorb Carbon.  The tanning process could be 

criticised for it environmental but the leather tanning process is  

Rayon: Artificial textile material made from purified cellulose from plant 
sources. 

Banana leather:Makes a silk-like material. Comfortable to wear and 

hypoallergenic. 

https://www.sustainyourstyle.org/


 

And as an after, after thought we discussed how good it is to shop for things 

second hand.  The children nearly all said they go to charity shops or at least 

know they existed and are a good way to upcycle and reuse objects and 

clothing.  Miss Corkery is a big charity shop bargain hunter! 

 

  


